
Wider Access to Wealth Creation
US Capital was founded by Jeffrey Sweeney as an alternative asset manager that leverages a track-record of successful fund 
management and of debt and equity investments in small and medium-sized businesses. The firm offers both independent 
investors and institutional investors an opportunity to invest in a variety of private investment funds designed for the 
different risk tolerances and investment objectives of accredited investors.

Do Well by Doing Good
We are committed to profitable economic development with the additional benefit of socially responsible investing and 
positive social impact. Small and lower middle market businesses are renowned as the engine of socially positive job creation 
and economic development. Investment opportunities that create jobs can also offer very attractive, risk-adjusted returns to 
investors. Many of these opportunities are not well served by larger financial institutions.

Beyond job creation and expanding economic activity, we as a company are committed to our core values of diversity 
and positive social and environmental impact. We achieve this by thoughtfully serving our clients and investors, as well as 
through the philanthropic projects we support. We carefully choose our clients and partners based on these shared values, 
which are reflected also in the business opportunities we pursue.

Technological Innovation
US Capital’s technological innovation in finance reduces “transaction friction” and makes smaller deals more efficient and 
practical than ever before. We embrace new, progressive financial regulations that permit “general solicitation,” allowing 
investment opportunities to be offered to non-institutional investors who might otherwise never encounter them. We can 
advertise these offerings and make them available through our secure online data rooms and platforms, accessible at any 
time from any place by anyone.

We utilize alternative trading system platforms that facilitate the offering and sale of venture secondary or pre-IPO securities 
to qualified purchasers. This creates much needed liquidity for earlier investors. The investment vehicles created for these 
offerings are designed to minimize counterparty risk to the greatest extent possible.

We are always eager to leverage emerging technologies and regulations so long as they offer new efficiencies and are aligned 
with our core values of serving our clients, investors, and community.

WHAT WE ARE ABOUT

Strategic advisory, private placements, securities, and other related services are offered by investment banking affiliate of US Capital Global,  
US Capital Global Securities, LLC. (member FINRA and SIPC).
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